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FLY OF THE MONTH –Purple Prince Bead Head Nymph 
 
 
The magic of purple and the purple prince is a very effective western fly pattern as is the purple haze dry fly and the purple cripple 
emerger. The purple prince is tied like the standard BH prince except for the body color. Tie-up some purple princes. The will also work 
well on our local waters as well as on your next trip out west. 

 
Recipe: 

Hook: Tiemco 3761 or 5262 in sizes #10 - #16 
Bead: Brass or tungsten sized to hook size 
Weight: Non-toxic lead wire size .025 for hook size #10, .020 for hook size #12 - #14 
and .015 for hook size #14 - #16 
Tails: Brown goose biots 
Thread: Black or purple size 6/0 for hook size #10 - #14, 8/0 for hook size  #16 
Rib: Small gold Ultra wire 
Body: purple dubbing, SLF Purple, Ice Dub UV Purple, Ice Dub UV Brown(actually 
Purple) Hackle: Brown hen or saddle 
Horns: White goose biots 
 
 
 

 
 
Tying Instructions: 

1. Crush down hook barb and add bead. 
2. Wrap lead wire on hook shank ,trim ends and push ahead and into the bead. 
3. Apply thread behind the lead wraps and build a ramp and wrap thread up through the lead wraps up to behind the hook eye and back 
to behind the lead wraps. 
4. Lay the rib wire on the side of the hook shank facing and wrap thread rearward to the hook bend trapping the wire rib. 
5. Select two brown goose biots for the tail and tie-in with the curves outward. Each should be on each side of the hook shank 
extending about a hook gap. 
6. Dub tying thread and wrap forward to behind the bead. Wrap wire rib forward in open spirals to behind the bead.  Tie off and trim the 
wire. 
7. Select and size hackle (about 1 1/2 hook gap) and prepare 
8. Tie-in hackle behind the bead by the stem with the inside of the feather to face the rear of the fly. 
9. Using your hackle pliers lift the hackle straight up. 
10. Fold the lower portion of the feather by wetting your thumb and forefinger and stroking  that portion of the hackle rearward. 
11. Wrap the folded section of the hackle behind the bead forcing the hackle rearward. 
12. Select two white goose biots and cross them like scissor blades and tie-in with the curve down extending  to the rear of the body. 
13. Whip finish with several turns behind the bead and trim. 
 
 
 
 
  

 

GO FISHING ! 
The Fly of the Month is provided by Bob Foster.  Bob can be contacted at bpfoster2@att.net 
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